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Message from Headteacher:
Dear Parents and Carers,
I hope that this second to last newsletter of the school year finds you safe and well. As you may be aware the Education
Secretary recently announced that all students will be returning to school in the Autumn Term. With this announcement came
a detailed guidance document for schools. I want to reassure parents that we will be carefully interpreting the information
provided to us by the government and from this we will be reviewing the current provisions in place and implementing any
further adjustments to ensure the school is as safe as possible for all the students to return in September.
When the time is right I will be circulating information to the parents in preparation for the return to school. It will include
information about; drop off and collection arrangements, uniforms, curriculum delivery and expectations around attendance
to name a few. I will also be sharing with parents the measures we are both maintaining and implementing because of the
guidance.
Hopefully you will have received your kite kits and are almost ready to send the photo to
kitefestival@grimsdyke.harrow.sch.uk. We have received over 57 photo’s already. Please remember to include your childs
name and class and ensure you submit the photo before 3pm on Wednesday 8th July.
As previously mentioned, the end of year reports will be distributed via email this year. As you can imagine, this is a time
consuming process, so we have had to spread the reports over 2 days. The lower school will receive their reports on Tuesday
14th July and the upper school on Wednesday 15th July. If you wish to discuss the reports please email your year group.
As the end of term moves closer, I just want to remind parents of the arrangements for the last day of term (Friday 17th July).
Children will need to be collected as follows:
Rec and Y1 Students

1.15pm

Keyworker Students

1.30pm

Y6 Students

1.45pm

Finally, I want to take this opportunity to express my gratitude and thanks for all the support from the parents and staff. The
school closure has not been an easy for anyone but as I tell anyone facing a challenging situation; if we keep moving forward
even small steps can climb large mountains.
Finally huge congratulations to our Learning Champions, a personalised certificate will be coming your way very soon.
KS1 Learning Champions
Avi – 1B

Take care and stay safe.

Timur – 1W

Mr Iain Sutherland
Headteacher

Important message from
Carole Furlong, Director of Public Health for Harrow Council:
“We are closely monitoring the local and national situation and are in regular contact with both the NHS and Public Health England. Together we are working to do everything we can to stop the spread of the virus.
There is nothing to suggest there is a spike in Harrow. We’ve had fewer than 10 cases a week in June - and as lockdown eases
we ask everyone to do their bit to help stop the spread by staying two metres apart, wearing face covering in confined spaces
and washing their hands regularly for at least 20 seconds.
Rumours of an imminent lockdown in Harrow are completely untrue and without foundation”

SPORTS
In the past few weeks at school, we have been taking part in two tournaments. The Virtual London Youth Games and the
Harrow Virtual Borough Sports.
For the Virtual London Youth Games, children at school and at home are encouraged to take part in 3
activities a week and submit their results on the London Youth Games website. Each Borough in
London is taking part and are awarded points based on participation and scoring. Currently, Harrow
are ranked 16th out of 33 with 156 points!
For the Virtual Borough Sports event, children at school have been taking part in 3 athletics events; 50m sprint, Standing
Long Jump and a Chest Throw. The top 3 results for each category were submitted to our School Games Organiser, who
collated the scores from all of the schools in Harrow. This week we received the results and Grimsdyke achieved 1st place! We
earned a massive 259 points, 31 points more than 2nd placed Krishna Avanti. Jessie and Jonathan who are in Year 2, came
2nd and 3rd overall in the boys chest throw, even though they competed in the Year 3 event.
In the Y3 girls event. Natasha came 1st overall in the long jump and 3rd overall in the 50m sprint. Mahi N achieved 2nd place
overall in the chest throw. The Y4 girls did amazing, with Grace N coming 1st in the long jump and 3rd in the chest throw.
Grace C came 3rd in the long jump and 3rd in the sprint. Leah came 1st overall in the sprint. Well done girls!
For the Y6 boys, Shaurya and Arya achieved 1st and 2nd place in the chest throw. The Y6 girls showed that they are also great
at throwing, gaining the top 3 places overall in the event. Rana was 1st, followed by Megan in 2nd and Ela in 3rd.
We also collated the scores using the 'QuadKids' points system to find our Grimsdyke Champion. The top 3 were;
1st - Phoebe M-C - 191 points

2nd - Arya M - 185 points

3rd - Olivia B - 172 points.

To view our events please visit twitter @MrGodfreyPE. Keep active and stay safe.
Mr Godfrey

‘

Please email just one image of your child including your child’s first name and class in the
subject heading for easy reference. Email only kitefestival@grimsdyke.harrow.sch.uk
At present the deadline for the submission of one image is Wednesday 8th July at 3pm. Any
images received after this deadline may not be included in the slide shows.
By sending the photo you are providing consent for the photo to be uploaded to
our website and/or our social media platform (Twitter). If you do not wish for your
child’s photo to be used, please DO NOT send in a photo.

WHOLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM UPDATE
RECEPTION
A warm hello to all the Reception children and parents. We hope you have had a good week. We have been thrilled to
welcome some more of our Reception children into school. It was so lovely to see you all.
We are continuing with our topic ‘All creatures Great and Small’ with an emphasis on sea creatures. If you are still working at
home, you can check the school’s website and have a go at the activities the Reception teachers have set. If you are coming
into school, the marked tasks will be covered in school.

This week we have been focussing on the book ‘Commotion In The Ocean’ by Giles
Andrea.
The children have researched sea creatures and created fact files about their chosen
creature.

Some of the children have made jelly fish using paper plates
and tissue paper.

Next week we will be reading the story ‘Tiddler’ by Julia Donaldson and
then create and label an underwater scene.

In Maths we have had great fun counting in two’s. We
have counted socks, shoes, gloves, legs and eyes. Next
week we will be consolidating our understanding of
addition and subtraction.

YEAR 1
With only two weeks left until the end of term, we have been reflecting on the length of time that we have been away
from each other. We are so proud of the learning that has been taking place, in whatever form that may be for each
family. The children have adapted to changes with resilience and have still managed to show us their talents and
highlights from afar. We are seeing children who were quieter before, suddenly finding their voice in their smaller
learning pods. We are seeing new friendships being formed between different pupils. It has shown that there can be
positive outcomes from this uncertain situation. We continue to thank our families for all their efforts in supporting the
children in school and the children continuing their education at home.
Our Seaside topic has been taking off in all directions and the children transferring their learning across the subjects has
been impressive.
English: The children have created seaside poems using a variety of verbs and adjectives. Many of them were pleasantly
surprised that they had written an ‘actual’ poem. Our story was ‘The Storm Whale’ by Benjie Davis, all about a boy who
discovers a washed up baby whale on the shore. The Year 1 children have used the story to answer questions and then
go on to write instructions about caring for the whale.
Science: Along with the story of ‘The Storm Whale’, the children also heard another story about the havoc that a
washed up carrier bag called ‘Stanley’, had upon some of the oceans creatures. This story perfectly fitted our learning
about ocean and coastal creatures and many children responded to the content with empathy. The children have sorted
animals into land/sea and ocean/coastal groups, also learning about the different body parts that sea creatures may
need for their water habitat. They also discovered that some animals may start life on land but move to the sea e.g. sea
turtles.
Maths: We have been spending a lot of time consolidating our understanding of numbers to 100 before we move to
Year 2. We have been counting, reading, writing, ordering and recalling numbers one more and one less. We then
moved on to ‘partitioning’ 2-digit numbers into tens and ones. This has really helped children to understand why a digit
stands first or second in a 2-digit number. Hopefully the children will visualise tens and ones when they think of a 2-digit
number, further strengthening their understanding.
History: Victorian seaside holidays have taught us so much about life in the past. In the last two weeks we have looked
at how the Victorians travelled to the seaside and what they did for entertainment when they reached there. The
children were surprised that actually much of the things they did then are quite similar to a beach holiday now. After
lots of learning about the Victorian Bathing Machines, many children were inspired to create their own…
Arjun had a fantastic time building his
Victorian Bathing Machine with Lego.
He even built a whale swimming in
the ocean too! Arjun went on to
write some instructions about how to
use the Bathing Machine.

Arya has also been busy creating a colourful Victorian Bathing Machine. We see that
Queen Victoria had made an
appearance! Arya is always
keen to take part in the Year 1
DB Primary Challenges.

Amar has created a sensory poem about the seaside.
Lewis has been putting in a
great deal of effort into his
writing. Here he has written
some instructions on how the
main character in our story
this week has looked after a
washed up scared and lonely
whale. Miss Simon was so
proud when she saw a photo
of his writing.

Strolling along the wooden pier
Eating salty fish and chips with ketchup
Digging holes in the yellow sand
Licking fruity ice lollies
Sitting on lovely deckchairs
Smelling the salt fresh air

‘Learning at home is fun’
How many different words do you think you could make
from this sentence?

Ameera managed an impressive 118 with her family.
Unbelievable!

YEAR 2 .
The Year 2 team is very impressed with all the fantastic learning the children have been doing over the last two weeks and we
cannot believe how quickly the term is going! We have loved seeing the creativity in your work as well as reading the emails
you send us telling us about the fun things you’re getting up to and reading your forums on DB Primary, which so many of you
now get involved with. As always, please continue to submit work through DB Primary if you can and if you have any problems
please email us at year2@grimsdyke.harrow.sch.uk.
Maths
In maths this week, we asked your child to practise addition with and without regrouping. Some children solved word
problems using column addition and lots of children made up and answered their own addition challenge questions.
Here are some snippets of the work below:

Zac - 2D

Archit- 2R

Eilliyah -2T

Next week the children will be focusing on subtraction, taking ones and tens away from 2 and 3-digit numbers. We are sure the
children will do well and look forward to seeing their work.
Art
Unfortunately the Grimsdyke School Carnival couldn’t go ahead this year but we didn’t want the children to miss out
completely so we set them a task to make a carnival mask. We loved seeing the brilliant artwork and smiles from so many of
the children wearing their masks.
Here are some snippets of the work below:

Arav - 2D

Willow and Logan- 2R

Samaksh -2T

English
In English this week the children have been focusing on spellings and grammar. The children have been learning about plurals
and completed a task where they had to choose the correct plural endings in a short story. Their spelling task looked at one of
the year 2 spelling rules and the children were asked to write definitions of words which follow these rules and then use them
in a sentence. Despite this not being a set task, many children sent us their work which we enjoyed reading.

YEAR 2 cont....
We were so amazed by the fantastic instructional writing and the delicious fruit salads you made last week that we have
included some of them below:

Maria – 2D

Simran-2R

Aydin – 2T

Next week your task will be to make a travel brochure or poster on Jamaica or another Caribbean country of your choice. We
can’t wait to see your eye-catching work and we are sure it will make us all wish we were relaxing on a beach somewhere in
the Caribbean.
Additional Learning
Each week we are receiving lots of extra bits of learning that children have been busy completing at home by email. We
wanted to celebrate some of this learning with you all!

Aria in 2D took part in a Caribbean Zoom party with some of her classmates. They dressed up, listened
and danced to Bob Marley and steel drum music. Aria even had a pineapple juice and coconut drink in
a fancy glass!

This week our DB Primary stars of the week are:
These children have been chosen for interacting on a variety of forums and activities on DB Primary or their contributions and
effort in school as well as for showing a brilliant growth mind set. Well done!

2R - Aditi
2D - Vivaan
2T - Saminder

Stay safe, stay well and we hope to see you all again soon!

YEAR 3
We have had a fantastic two weeks with some superb work getting done! We have been very impressed with the work the
children have been producing. We have loved seeing the photos and videos of the exciting tasks/challenges they have taken on.
Which have been positively overflowing our inbox’s. We understand that the children can’t always complete some of the tasks
independently so we are very thankful for your help in encouraging them and supporting them with the tasks. This does not go
unnoticed.
In DT the children have been creating 3D versions of the Globe Theatre. Which allowed the children to find out some
fascinating facts about the Globe theatre. We wish we could have included pictures of them all.
Dayana (3S)

Milly (3B), Aneeka (3B) and Naiya (3B)

Eluka (3C) and Esa Ali (3C)

Veer (3S) and Safa (3S)

YEAR 3 cont...
In English the children have been researching Shakespeare and creating some AMAZING fact files using lots of different skills. I
think they even taught us teachers a few new things. They have also been creating some lovely play-scripts which would have
been lovely for us to act out if only we were given the chance.

Ronnie and Rian (3S)

YEAR 3 cont...
In Maths we have been looking at finding the perimeter in different shapes and also creating our own shapes and measuring
to make sure.

In Geography we are working on map skills and the children have created a bird’s eye view of their local highstreets.

YEAR 4
The past two weeks year four have been very busy! In maths, the children have been revising the bus stop method for division
and multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000! The children have shown they remember these skills well and we were able
to see some impressive work! In English, the children wrote a diary entry about a day in lockdown! The teachers were all very
impressed to see how well the children used figurative language to do this and made sure their work was in chronological
order! We also enjoyed reading some of the things you have been up to. We also really enjoyed seeing the children’s Egyptian
posters! The creativity was amazing and the children made sure they were informative!
In the coming weeks, the children will be revising measurement and conversion using their learning of multiplying and dividing
by 10, 100 and 1000. In English, the children will be writing a newspaper article reporting on a story of their choice. The
children will also be creating an Egyptian image through sketching and shading.
Finally, we would like to congratulate the children on all of their hard work throughout lockdown. The teachers are all very
impressed with their efforts and enthusiasm towards the work we have set! Some of their hard work can be seen below! Keep
up the hard work!

Stars of the week for last week:
Om 4J
Abhir 4V
Harshini 4M
This week’s stars of the week:
Misha 4V
Isabella 4M
Eliana 4J

Well done, excellent job!

YEAR 5
You may have heard the sound of steel clashing against wood recently. Not to worry, that was just year 5 beginning their
training as Spartan warriors. They have been designing Spartan shields at home and posing with them. Please try not to be
too intimidated by the pictures below.
The ‘Please be gentle with us’ award goes to: Mattice , Jack and Noyonika.

In Maths, pupils have been busy planning a picnic for you and your family. They had to research the items they wanted to
take and make sure that they didn’t exceed the limits in terms of cost and weight.
Here is are two great examples from William and Gauri.

We had so many fantastic examples of the ‘Create your own Animal extinction
poster’ task that we simply had to share some more:
Amazing efforts below from Samuel, Rian, and Jack:

We appreciate all your efforts. Keep trying hard and working through any
tasks that you may have missed. Stay safe.

Year 5

YEAR 6
This week, most of the year 6s have been enjoying being back at school again.
They have been taking part in lots of outdoor activities (when the rain held off),
some with Mr Godfrey and Mr Shaw and even doing other learning in the outside
environment.
All of the children have continued their learning on our Tudor topic. This week,
they had to create an advert, looking for Henry VIII’s next wife – not an easy task!

Here is Kabir’s as an example.

Continuing with our learning about the BLM movement, the children wrote fantastic news articles, as if they were witness
to some of the protests that have been happening around the world. Mili’s was so well written and presented beautifully.

In maths, the children have been focusing on fractions for the last couple of weeks and ended this week’s learning with a
code breaker which was tough but really fun to complete.
All the children that have come back to school have settled in so well. A huge thank you to all of them who have made the
transition back to school so easy in what has been a tricky time.
We can’t believe there are only 2 weeks left of year 6!
Have a lovely weekend, year 6, and come back ready on Monday for the last two weeks of primary school!

